
WCESS Science Home Learning: Year 9 Week 2 
 

Seneca online 
learning 

Go to senecalearning.com, sign in or create an account using 
your email address. Enter the class code to join the class for 

your year group and click on the ‘work from home’ 
assignment in the ‘assignments’ tab for that class. 

Class code for 
year 9: 

0812yyifbl 

 
Biology – Digestion and nutrition 
Activity 1 Find a diagram of the digestive system. Draw and label it and 

say what each part does. Watch the video of Michael Moseley 
swallowing a camera.  
Describe what it would be like to travel through the digestive 
system.  

Activity 2 Collect some food packages and look at the nutrition 
information. Make a bar chart of the components of crisps 
Make a leaflet about healthy diets.  

Resources https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zwqycdm/revision/1 
https://youtu.be/5ufESc1bK78 

 
Chemistry – Renewable and non-renewable 

Activity 
1 

Research what the different finite and renewable resources are. How 
do we get those resources, what do we use them for, and are there 
any problems with using any of these resources? (Hint: energy and 
fuels for warmth, building materials for shelter, food through farming, 
fuels for transport, materials for clothing). 

Activity 
2 

One way to reduce the amount of waste humans produce is to recycle 
objects. Make a leaflet to explain what materials can be recycled, how 
are they recycled and what are the advantages and disadvantages of 
recycling. 

Resourc
es 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zptnng8 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7O6CcKg0HaHUrLB7pXnxW
OlsHjGaX1V1 

 
Physics - Sound 

Activity 1 Make musical instruments with objects in your recycling bin. 
Learn how to play drinking glasses by wetting your finger and 
running it around the rim – film a video of this – can you 
produce different notes by changing the amount of water in 
the glass? 

Activity 2 Go outside. Record as many different birdsongs as you can. 

Resources https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z2j22nb 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcwkgdm (triple) 
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